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ABSTRACT
A composite sheet material for use as a portion of a tear away fastening system. The sheet material includes a substrate layer and yarns extending through the substrate layer such that the define an arrangement of looped elements projecting away from one side of the substrate layer. The looped elements are interconnected by portions of the yarns disposed across the other side of the substrate layer. A backing layer is disposed in overlying relation to the substrate layer to hold the yarns in place.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application is a Continuation-In-Part of my copending application Ser. No. 10/212,333 having a filing date of Aug. 5, 2002 the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference as if set forth herein in their entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to a composite material including an arrangement of spaced surface nodes disposed across at least one surface and more particularly to a composite material including an arrangement of surface nodes of filamentary construction projecting away from at least one side of a substrate layer such that the surface nodes are adapted for use as the female acceptance portion of a male/female tear away fastening system incorporating a female acceptance portion adapted to engage a cooperating hooking surface.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Tear away or contact fastening systems are well known. Such systems incorporate two opposing segments of material which are engageable in substantially juxtaposed relation to one another. A male portion of such a contact fastening system typically incorporates a plurality of outwardly projecting hooking structures while the female portion incorporates a plurality of outwardly projecting loop structures. Upon engagement between the two cooperating portions the hooking structures engage the opposing loop structures thereby establishing a bond between the two opposing portions. This bond may be broken by the application of a peel away action between the two opposing portions of material thereby permitting the male and female portions to be progressively disengaged from one another. The engagement may be reactivated by simply bringing the male and female portions back into contacting laminar relation with one another.

[0004] In the past, the hook and loop structures defining the male and female portions of contact fastening systems have been formed by a variety of practices. According to one practice, a plurality of yarns forming the hooking and/or loop segments have been stitched through a polymeric film in a fully threaded tricot stitch to form loops projecting from a first surface of the film and to form locking portions of the stitches across a second opposite surface of the film. Such a construction is illustrated and described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,931,343 the teachings of which are incorporated by reference as is fully set forth herein. The hook portions which may be either of a classic hook configuration or which have an enlarged head which nonetheless engages the loop portion may be formed by first producing a loop portion of the material and thereafter either cutting the loops along one side to form the hooks or melting the upper portions of the loops to form projections with enlarged heads at their ends.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present invention provides advantages and alternatives over the prior art by providing a simplified practice for forming a composite structure which incorporates an arrangement of surface nodes of high surface area filament construction adaptable for use as part of a tear-away fastening system. Unlike prior known practices, the composite structures of the present invention is not dependent on the formation of locking stitch segments between the outwardly projecting nodes. The quantity of yarn or other material required on a per node basis may thereby be substantially reduced relative to the yarn requirement for formation of interconnected loops in prior structures. The reduction in the length of yarn required to form a given number of hook accepting nodes across a given surface area also facilitates the use of heavier yarns which are considerably more economical on a unit weight basis.

[0006] The nodes may be formed of elongate yarn structures having a wide variety of filamentary constructions including spun yarns, multi-filament flat yarns, multi-filament textured yarns, as well as textured or flat monofilament yarns. The nodes may be used as a female acceptance surface in a contact fastening system and/or may be subjected to further processing in the form of selective cutting and tip melting to form a male engaging surface. The resulting constructions may find uses in any number of attachment applications wherein an easily releasable fastening arrangement is desired. By way of example only, and not limitation, one such environment may be as part of a protective garment such as a diaper or the like to be worn by an infant or adult to control the discharge of bodily waste products.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and which constitute a part of this specification illustrate exemplary constructions and procedures in accordance with the present invention and, together with the general description of the invention given above and the detailed description set forth below, serve to explain the principles of the invention wherein:

[0008] FIG. 1 illustrates a diaper incorporating a fastening arrangement utilizing cooperating hook and loop structures;

[0009] FIG. 2 illustrates schematically a procedure for forming a plurality of loops across one side of an underlying substrate with cooperating interlocking stitches across the other side of the substrate in accordance with prior art practices;

[0010] FIG. 3 is an exemplary needle point diagram illustrating a cooperating stitch forming arrangement for forming cooperating loops across a substrate according to the prior art;

[0011] FIG. 3A illustrates an arrangement of interlocking stitches across the technical face of the substrate in the stitching arrangement illustrated in FIG. 3 with the loop forming yarn segments across the technical back shown as hidden lines;

[0012] FIGS. 4A-4D illustrate steps in a practice wherein yarns are pulled through a light-weight substrate to form looped node structures across a substrate without an interlocking stitched relation between the nodes;

[0013] FIG. 5A is one exemplary needle point diagram illustrating a pattern utilized to form looped nodes across a substrate using the practice as set forth in FIGS. 4A-4D;
FIG. 5B is one exemplary needle point diagram illustrating a pattern utilized to form looped nodes across a substrate using the practice as set forth in FIGS. 4A-4D;

FIG. 6 is a scanned image of looped nodes across one side of a composite formed according to the pattern illustrated in FIG. 5A;

FIG. 7 is a schematic of a manufacturing arrangement utilizing a node formation technique as set forth in FIGS. 4A-4D and adapted to form looped nodes across a substrate using high surface area spun or filament yarns which are subjected to heat blooming;

FIG. 7A is a view similar to FIG. 7 but incorporating a tufting apparatus to effect node formation;

FIG. 7B is a view similar to FIG. 7 but incorporating a reciprocating punching apparatus to effect node formation;

FIG. 8 is a schematic illustration of a processing operation for applying a film coating across one side of a substrate layer to hold looped nodes in position across an opposing face;

FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view of the a composite formed following the coating process illustrated in FIG. 8;

FIG. 10 is a view of a discrete looped node disposed across one side of the composite illustrated in FIG. 9 illustrating a bloomed multi-filament construction;

FIG. 11 is an alternative construction for a composite according to the present invention incorporating a substrate including a meltble film layer disposed at a position below an arrangement of looped nodes;

FIG. 11A is a view similar to FIG. 11 following activation of the meltble film layer to secure the looped nodes in position;

FIGS. 12A-12F illustrate various exemplary constructions of textured yarns adaptable for use in formation of composites according to the present invention; and

FIG. 13 is a view similar to FIG. 1 in which a composite material having an arrangement of hook accepting nodes is disposed substantially across the surface of the diaper.

While the invention has been illustrated and generally described above and will hereinafter be described in connection with certain potentially preferred embodiments and practices, it is to be understood that in no event is the invention limited to such illustrated and described embodiments and practices. On the contrary, it is intended that the present invention shall extend to all alternatives and modifications as may embrace the general principles of this invention within the full and true spirit and scope thereof.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Turning now to the drawings, in FIG. 1 there is illustrated a diaper 10 including a leg opening 12 and a releasable, adjustable fastening assembly. The fastening assembly incorporates a first segment of material 20 including a plurality of outwardly projecting fibrous node elements 22 and a second segment of material 24 incorporating a plurality of outwardly projecting hooking elements 26. By the term “hooking elements” is meant elements having a geometry adapted to releasably engage the node elements 22 upon contact. By way of example only, and not limitation, such hooking elements 26 may be configured to have a hooked terminal end and/or an enlarged terminal end such as a “mushroom” shape or the like to become engaged within the node elements 22. Of course it is to be appreciated that the relative position of the first segment of material 20 incorporating the node elements 22 and the second segment of material 24 incorporating the hooking elements 26 may be reversed if desired.

It is to be appreciated that the length of one or both of the first and second segments of material 20, 24 may be adjusted so as to provide a desired arrangement for properly adjusting the diaper 10. By way of example only and not limitation, it is contemplated that in the illustrated arrangement wherein the first segment of material 20 incorporating the node elements 22 is disposed across a forward portion of the diaper 10 such first segment of material 20 may extend across an extended length thereby providing an extended surface for engagement with the second segment of material 24 during the joining process. This arrangement may facilitate adjustment of the diaper 10 to users of various size.

It is contemplated that the first segment of material 20 and/or the second segment of material 24 may be formed from a material having a plurality of loops disposed across one side. The loops across the material may be used either in loop form to define the node elements 22 in the first segment of material 20 or may be further treated to form hooks or other hooking elements 26 in the second segment of material 24 in the same manner as disclosed in U.S. Pat. 4,931,343.

A method as utilized to form an arrangement of loops 34 in a construction according to the prior art is illustrated in simplified form in FIGS. 2, 3 and 3A. In the prior art practice, a substrate material such as a polymeric film 30 is conveyed to a stitch-forming position. A plurality of stitching yarns 32 are stitched through the substrate 30 to form portions of the stitching yarns 32 into loops 34 projecting from the front face also known as the “technical back” of the substrate 30. As illustrated, the stitching yarns 32 are carried by yarn guides 31 such that the stitching yarns 32 are alternately engaged by reciprocating needles 36 on either side of the sinker bar fingers so as to be passed back and forth in loop-forming fashion over the associated outwardly projecting fingers of a sinker bar 38 thereby forming the loops 34 across the technical back. While for ease of reference only a single needle 36 disposed behind a sinker bar finger is illustrated, it is to be understood that in actual practice a plurality of needles 36 and corresponding stitching yarns are normally disposed across the width of the substrate 30 between spaced sinker bar fingers.

In the prior practice, the needle 36 (which is shown in greatly exaggerated dimension) pierces the substrate 30 and engages the stitching yarn 32 at a position above the sinker bar 38 such that the stitching yarn 32 is captured within a hook portion of the needle 36. As the needle 36 is reciprocated downwardly, a closing element 37 such as a closing wire which moves relative to the needle 36 closes the hook portion to hold the stitching yarn therein. With the hook portion closed, the stitching yarn 32 is pulled through an immediately preceding stitch 33 disposed around the
shank of the needle 36 at a position below the substrate 30. As the stitching yarn 32 is pulled through the interior of the preceding stitch 33, the preceding stitch 33 is knocked off of the needle 36 and a new stitch is established by the portion of the stitching yarn held within the hook portion of the needle. As the needle 36 is raised back through the substrate 30 to the position illustrated in FIG. 2, the hook portion is reopened and the new stitch 33 moves out of the hook portion and is held around the shank of the needle 36 for acceptance of a subsequent stitch during the next down-stroke.

[0032] A needle point diagram illustrating a typical fully threaded loop-forming stitch pattern utilized in the prior art is illustrated in FIG. 3. As will be appreciated by those of skill in the art, this construction utilizes a traditional chain stitch arrangement such that every time the yarn travels around a needle there is a yarn at the preceding needle location. That is, every time a segment of the stitching yarn 32 is pulled through the substrate, that segment engages a loop formed during the preceding stroke. This arrangement gives rise to a pattern of engaging stitches 33 (FIG. 3A) extending in substantially parallel rows in the machine direction across the surface below the substrate 30 (i.e. across the technical face) of the structure. The segments of the stitch yarns forming the loops 34 across the technical back are shown as hidden lines.

[0033] As shown, in the prior art practice, the engaging stitches 33 cooperate with one another in the machine direction of the fabric in a substantially stable interlocking relation thereby anchoring the yarns in place. A break in this sequence results in the loss of this anchoring relation thereby permitting the yarn 32 to be pulled easily out of the substrate 30. As will be appreciated, the use of the illustrated prior art stitch forming practice produces stable loops 34 across one side of the substrate 30 held in place by the underlying stitches 33 across the opposing side of the substrate 30. However, such a construction may require a relatively high quantity of stitching yarn 32 to form the stitches 33 across the side of the substrate facing away from the loops 34. This relatively high yarn consumption arises from the fact that a stable anchoring relation between the loops 34 and the stitches 33 is dependent upon a stitch and associated loop being formed at every needle in every cycle in order to avoid a break in the sequence.

[0034] The various practices according to the present invention do not rely upon the formation of interlocking stitches to anchor loop forming yarns in place. Rather, the practices of the present invention utilize various yarn insertion techniques to form an arrangement of node elements across one side of a substrate.

[0035] The yarn forming the node elements is preferably of a fibrous textured yarn construction such as a spun yarn, multi-filament textured yarn having an arrangement of entangled filaments, mono-filament textured yarn incorporating an arrangement of raised surface fibrils or the like affording a high surface area for engagement with cooperating hooking elements. In this regard, it is contemplated that particularly useful textured filament yarn constructions may include multi-filament or mono-filament yarns which have undergone various treatments to impart texture including, by way of example only and not limitation, entanglement, abrasion, crimping, twisting, chemical degradation, irradiation and the like including combinations of such treatments so as to impart an enhanced surface area to the yarns. Spun yarn constructions may be used in the as-spun state or may be subjected to any suitable additional texturizing process as may be desired. As will be discussed further hereinafter, it is also contemplated that the effective surface area of textured yarn constructions forming the node elements may be further enhanced by subjecting such yarns to so called “blooming treatments” before and/or after insertion through the substrate. Of course, flat yarns of multi-filament or mono-filament construction may also be utilized if desired.

[0036] After yarn insertion has taken place, a bonding layer of polymeric tie coat material is preferably disposed across the side of the substrate facing away from the node elements thereby locking the node elements in place. Thus, the prior constraint of forming interlocking stitches and associated loops in a substantially one to one relationship at every needle location is avoided. This, in turn, permits nodes to be formed at virtually any desired concentration per unit area across the substrate. Since stitches are not required to lock loops in place, it may be possible to utilize less yarn. Moreover, since the overall length of yarn required is substantially reduced, heavier (i.e. higher denier) yarns may be used without introducing excessive weight. As will be appreciated, such higher denier yarns are typically more economical on a per weight basis and may be easier to process during actual construction. In addition, the elimination of the need to form interlocking stitches across the side of the substrate facing away from the loops provides the ability to utilize a wide array of insertion techniques.

[0037] One exemplary practice for forming a composite material which may thereafter be used as a segment of a tear away fastening system is illustrated in FIGS. 4A-4D wherein elements corresponding to those previously illustrated and described in relation to FIG. 2 are designated by like reference numerals increased by 100. As illustrated, in this process node-forming yarn 132 does not engage the fingers of the sinker bar 138. Rather the sinker bar 138 is used primarily to hold the substrate 130 in place as the node-forming yarn is periodically pulled through the substrate 130 so as to form a plurality of looped node elements 134 across the back side or so-called “technical face” of the substrate 130.

[0038] In the practice illustrated in FIGS. 4A-D, a substrate 130 is conveyed under tension to a needle engagement position at which a reciprocating needle 136 moves through the substrate. During formation, a plurality of node-forming yarns carried by dynamic yarn guides 131 are engaged by reciprocating needles at a position above the substrate 130 in the manner as previously described. While for ease of reference only a single needle 136 disposed behind a sinker bar finger is illustrated, it is to be understood that in actual practice a plurality of needles 136 and corresponding node-forming yarns 132 are normally disposed across the width of the substrate 130 (i.e. in the cross machine direction) between spaced sinker bar fingers.

[0039] In the illustrated practice the needle 136 (which is shown in greatly exaggerated dimension) pierces the substrate 130 and engages the node-forming yarn 132 supported by a moveable yarn guide 131 at a position above the substrate 130 such that the node-forming yarn 132 is cap-
tured within a hook portion of the needle 136 (FIG. 4A). As the needle 136 is reciprocated downwardly, a closing element 137 such as a closing wire which moves relative to the needle 136 closes the hook portion to hold the stitching yarn therein as it is pulled through the substrate 130. Contrary to the prior art practice, no immediately preceding stitch is disposed around the shank of the needle 136 below the substrate 130. Thus, as the stitching yarn 132 is pulled through the substrate 130 and away from the underside of the substrate 130, a looped node 134 is thereby formed across the technical face (FIG. 4B).

[0040] After formation of the looped node 134, the needle 136 is raised and the hook portion is reopened thereby permitting the looped node 134 formed on the downstroke to slide out of the hook portion and around the shank of the needle 136 (FIG. 4C). On the next downstroke, the yarn guide 134 is shifted away from the needle path such that the node forming yarn 132 does not engage the needle 136. As the needle 136 travels downwardly, the previously formed looped node 134 is knocked off of the needle 136 (FIG. 4D). A series of discrete looped nodes 134 is thus formed across the technical face with intermediate yarn segments 145 extending between the looped nodes 134 across the technical back.

[0041] As will be appreciated, during the downstroke of the needle 136 when the node-forming yarn is not engaged, it is contemplated that the node-forming yarn 132 may either remain displaced from any needle or may engage an adjacent needle (not shown). In the event that an adjacent needle is engaged, the node-forming yarn 132 is pulled through the substrate 130 and forms a looped node in adjacent diagonal relation to the first formed looped node. Of course it is to be understood that any number of arrangements for the engagement and disengagement of the node forming yarn 132 by needles 136 may be used to form a desired concentration and pattern of looped nodes 134 across one side of the substrate 130 with intermediate yarn segments 145 disposed across an opposing side of the substrate 130.

[0042] By way of example only, in FIG. 5A a needle point diagram is provided illustrating a half threaded tricot stitch arrangement as may be used in practice of the present invention. As will be appreciated by those of skill in the art, in this arrangement loops defining nodes are formed at every other needle point along needle lines with the node-forming yarn 132 shifting back and forth between adjacent needle lines. Another contemplated arrangement is illustrated in FIG. 5B. In this arrangement the node-forming yarns 132 form loops so as to define an arrangement of nodes at needle points disposed along multiple lines before shifting back to the starting needle line. It is also contemplated that the node-forming yarns need not shift between needle lines in which case the yarns will be arranged in a straight line along the machine direction with a profile geometry corresponding generally to a sine wave.

[0043] By using any of these insertion arrangements, a construction may be formed in which the yarn intentionally skips engagement with the needle in a needle line according to a predefined sequence thereby avoiding the formation of a substantially continuous stitch pattern along the needle line. Of course, loop forming arrangements other than those illustrated may likewise be utilized if desired. Generally, it is contemplated that any number of partially threaded yarn insertion patterns may be utilized where engagement between the yarn 132 and the needle 136 is skipped at one or more needle points between loops along each needle line.

[0044] As will be appreciated by those of skill in the art, the failure of the node-forming yarn 132 to engage the needle 136 at each needle point along the needle line gives rise to a so-called "drop stitch" phenomenon. Such a drop stitch would normally be considered to be a defect in a traditional product due to the fact that the loop formed lacks an anchoring relation across the side of the substrate facing away from the loop. That is, the intermediate yarn segments 145 extending across the technical back are not stitched into a cooperating structure across the technical back. The intermediate yarn segments 145 can thus be pulled freely away from the technical back which in turn permits the associated opposing looped nodes 134 to be pulled out of the technical face. However, in the present invention the absence of a traditional stitched relation is utilized intentionally to substantially reduce the overall quantity of yarn disposed across the side of the substrate facing away from the looped nodes 134 and thereby reducing the overall quantity of node forming yarn 132 required.

[0045] Due to the fact that the node-forming yarn 132 is not anchored in place within the substrate 130, it is contemplated that a backing layer 140 such as a preformed polymeric adhesive film, thermoplastic coating, heat curable dispersed or the like may be applied across the technical back of the material as it is formed. Of course, it is contemplated that other stabilizing materials may be utilized if desired. By way of example only, according to one contemplated practice, the backing layer 140 may be a thermoplastic coating applied by a continuous slot die or extrusion coater as will be well known to those of skill in the art. One such thermoplastic coating may be made up of a low density polyethylene (LDPE) polymer although other materials may likewise be utilized. As will be appreciated, in such a construction the backing layer 140 is melt bonded in affixed relation to the side of the substrate 130 facing away from the looped nodes 134. According to another contemplated practice, the backing layer 140 may be an aqueous dispersion such as SBR latex applied by a spraying or roll coating process.

[0046] In the exemplary arrangement illustrated in FIGS. 4A-4D, the introduction of the backing layer is illustrated as taking place substantially in line with the formation of the looped nodes 134. It is contemplated that such an arrangement may be particularly useful if the backing layer 140 is in the form of a preformed adhesive sheet or the like. If the backing layer is to be introduced in the form of a dispersed coating such as by use of a slot die extruder or the like, it is contemplated that such application may be carried out more efficiently on a separate coating line such as is illustrated schematically at FIG. 8, although direct in-line processing may likewise be utilized if desired.

[0047] As previously indicated, the substrate 130 may be of a generally low strength material. By way of example only and not limitation, contemplated substrate materials may include light weight fibrous webs of needle punched, hydroentangled, or spun bonded fibers with relatively low levels of coherency between the fibers. Light weight polymer or metallic films may also be utilized. Very light weight
gossamer-like spun bonded polyester or polypropylene having a mass per unit area of about 15 grams per square meter may be particularly preferred. As will be appreciated, such materials provide little structural integrity. Accordingly, in such constructions the backing layer 140 may serve the dual roles of providing strength to the overall composite as well as anchoring the yarn in place. If desired, it is also contemplated that the node-forming yarn and/or the substrate 130 may include a thermoplastic constituent to facilitate heat activated bonding of the yarns within the substrate so as to improve positional stability.

[0048] In FIG. 6, a scanned image is provided illustrating an exemplary stitch bonded structure formed according to the needle point diagram illustrated in FIG. 5A with looped nodes 134 formed across one side of an underlying non-woven substrate 130. As will be appreciated, the looped nodes 134 are formed at alternating needle points where the needle 136 has engaged the node-forming yarn 132 and pulled it through the substrate 130. Thus, the looped nodes 134 are arranged in substantially parallel rows extending in the machine direction of the formed composite. Intermediate yarn segments 145 extend between the looped nodes 134 across the underside of the nonwoven substrate. As can be seen, the intermediate yarn segments 145 are visible through the substrate 130 due to the light construction of the substrate 130.

[0049] As previously indicated, the node-forming yarns may be of a wide variety of yarn constructions including untextured mono-filaments, texturized mono-filaments, spun yarns, flat (i.e. untextured) multi-filament yarns, and textured multi-filament yarns including entangled constructions, false twist constructions, topically abraded constructions, chemically degraded constructions, irradiated constructions, physically deformed constructions and the like as will be well known to those of skill in the art. It is contemplated that the use of multi-filament textured yarn constructions may be particularly beneficial in some applications so as to enhance the effective surface area of the nodes projecting away from the substrate. In turn, the enhancement of this effective surface area is believed to enhance the locking character of the nodes when used in a contact fastening system. The use of such textured yarn to form nodes according to the present invention may be particularly beneficial in constructions for use as female acceptance portions of a contact fastening system.

[0050] Turning to FIG. 7, a schematic illustration of a process for forming an arrangement of node elements 234 across one side of a substrate 230 using a node forming yarn 232 of textured construction is provided. As illustrated, in this process the node forming yarn 232 is delivered from a beam 250 over a roller 251 to a tensioning roll 254 of rubber or the like. As will be appreciated, the presence of the tensioning roll 254 upstream of the yarn guide 231 facilitates the withdrawal of the yarn from the beam 250 while nonetheless permitting the node-forming yarn 232 to be transferred to the needle 236 at very low tension.

[0051] In the illustrated practice, following withdrawal from the beam 250, the node-forming yarn 232 is preferably subjected to a blooming treatment in the form of contacting or non-contacting heat application by a heater 256 such as a heated platen, hot air blower or the like. As will be appreciated, the application of heat following withdrawal of the node-forming yarn from the beam 250 causes a blooming or spreading of the individual filaments making up the node-forming yarn thereby giving rise to a slight degree of separation between the individual filaments.

[0052] Following the initial blooming treatment of the node-forming yarn 232, the node-forming yarn is transferred to the needle engagement zone for insertion by the needle 236 through a substrate 230 delivered from a roll 235. The substrate 230 is preferably of a lightweight construction as previously described and insertion of the node-forming yarn is preferably carried out in the manner as previously described so as to form an arrangement of looped nodes 234 without interlocking stitching between intermediate yarn segments 245. Following insertion of the node-forming yarn, the formed composite is thereafter preferably delivered to a second heater 258 such as a heated platen, hot air blower or the like to effect final blooming of the node-forming yarn 232 and to relieve any compaction of the yarn fibers which may result from the insertion process. Of course, it is contemplated that one or the other of the heaters 256, 258 may be eliminated if desired. The composite material is thereafter delivered to a take-up roll 259 to await subsequent application of a backing layer as will be described further hereinafter.

[0053] While it is contemplated that reciprocating needles may be used to efficiently carry out yarn insertion so as to form looped nodes across one side of a substrate, it is likewise contemplated that any number of other manual or automated formation techniques may also be utilized. By way of example only, in FIG. 7A an alternative formation process is illustrated wherein elements corresponding to those previously described are designated by like reference numbers within a 300 series. As shown, this process corresponds substantially to that illustrated and described in relation to FIG. 7 with the exception that the reciprocating needles are replaced by a pair of tufting needles 360 which cooperatively insert and withdraw a node-forming yarn 332 as previously described through a substrate 330 as previously described so as to form an arrangement of looped nodes 334 across one face of the substrate. Of course, such a process may be used with any of the yarns previously described, but may be most suitable for yarns of relatively high denier.

[0054] By way of further example, in FIG. 7B an alternative formation process is illustrated wherein elements corresponding to those previously described are designated by like reference numbers within a 400 series. As shown, this process corresponds substantially to that illustrated and described in relation to FIG. 7 with the exception that the reciprocating needles are replaced by reciprocating needles 462 of open forked construction. As will be appreciated, the needles 462 are adapted to periodically engage the node-forming yarn 432 as previously described at a position above a substrate 430 as previously described and thereafter push that yarn 432 through the substrate 430 to form an arrangement of looped nodes across the underside of the substrate 430.

[0055] As previously indicated, it is contemplated that a backing layer in the form of an extruded polymer film may be applied at a position below the substrate 230 thereby acting as a tie coat layer to anchor the looped nodes in place across an opposing side of the substrate. In FIG. 8 a
schematic is provided of an exemplary processing line as may be used in the application of such an extruded polymer film. As will be appreciated, while the reference numerals utilized in FIG. 8 correspond to those utilized to designate like elements in FIG. 7, it is contemplated that such a processing line may be used to coat composite yarn and substrate structures formed by any of the processes and materials previously described. According to the illustrated process, a previously formed composite structure of yarn inserted through a substrate as described is delivered from a roll 259 to a slot die extruder 270 such that a polymeric coating composition 272 such as low density polyethylene (LDPE) is deposited in a relatively thin film-forming layer across the side of the composite facing away from the looped nodes 234. A back coated composite structure 280 is thereby formed in which the polymeric coating composition defines a backing layer 240 (FIG. 9) having an effective thickness to hold the intermediate yarn segments 245 in place. Preferably, the thickness of the backing layer is sufficient to cover the intermediate yarn segments 245 although it is also contemplated that portions of the intermediate yarn segments 245 may remain exposed if desired.

Of course, polymeric coating compositions other than LDPE may likewise be utilized if desired. By way of example only, other thermoplastic coating compositions as may be used include so called hot melt adhesives such as those based on bitumen or polyurethane. It is also contemplated that thermosetting compositions such as SBR latex and the like may be utilized if desired. In such a construction, the extruder 270 may be replaced by a spray coater, roll coater or the like followed by a heater at which the applied thermosetting composition is cured.

FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary back coated composite structure 280 formed in accordance with the present invention using a textured yarn inserted though a nonwoven substrate and FIG. 10 illustrates the detail of a representative looped node formed from a bloomed textured yarn. As previously indicated, it is contemplated that a textured multi-filament yarn construction may be beneficial in enhancing the attachment character of the nodes by providing a substantially enhanced effective surface area for use in contacting cooperating hook structures in a contact attachment structure. In particular, in each looped node 234 a number of filament loops 282 are available on both an individual and collective basis for latching attachment to cooperating hook structures. Accordingly, if blooming is carried out effectively, the filament loop density, and thus the number of attachment zones per unit area may be dramatically increased over traditional mono-filament yarns which provide a single filament per loop. A bloomed textured multi-filament yarn may also provide enhanced hook retention strength over structures incorporating flat yarns wherein a smaller percentage of filaments are available for hook attachment due to the tight bundled nature of the filament arrangement.

Aside from the substrate and separately applied backing layer previously described, it is also contemplated that the looped nodes may be held in place by a wide variety of other anchoring systems. By way of example only, and not limitation, according to one system it is contemplated that a node-forming yarn may be inserted through a multi-layer backing 586 (FIG. 11) so as to form an arrangement of looped nodes 534 above the multi-layer backing 586 with intermediate yarn segments 545 disposed across the underside of the multi-layer backing 586. In such a system, a lower layer 588 may be in the form of a polymeric film or the like having a relatively lower melting point than a polymeric film or other material forming an upper layer 587. Thus, as illustrated in FIG. 11A, upon the application of heat the lower layer 588 may undergo selective softening or melting so as to coalesce around the intermediate yarn segments 545 thereby anchoring the intermediate yarn segments 545 in place.

Due to the fact that the inserted yarns are not required to provide substantial structural integrity to the system of the present invention, it is contemplated that the present invention may afford additional flexibility in the selection of yarn types for use in the formation of the nodes. In this regard it is contemplated that virtually any yarn type as may be desired may be utilized. By way of example only, contemplated yarn materials include polyester, polypropylene and nylon. Moreover, a wide range of linear densities may be utilized in the yarns. By way of example only, and not limitation it is contemplated that the yarns used to form the looped nodes may be characterized by a linear density in the range of about 40 denier to about up to about 1000 denier or more.

As previously indicated, although flat and spun yarn constructions are contemplated and may be desirable in some applications, textured yarn constructions may offer some performance advantages in other applications. Moreover, it is contemplated that textured yarns of various constructions may provide a potentially desirable enhanced frictional character to the yarn which may aid in yarn insertion and anchoring within an underlying substrate. By way of example only, and not limitation, various textured yarn constructions which may be used for insertion may include entangled yarn (FIG. 12A); knit-de-knit crinkle yarn (FIG. 12B); multi-filament coil yarn (FIG. 12C); mono-filament coil yarn (FIG. 12D); stuffer box crinkle yarn (FIG. 12E); and bulked core and effect yarn (FIG. 12F). Of course, this listing is exemplary only and virtually any other textured yarn construction as may be known to those of skill in the art may likewise be utilized.

Aside from possible processing and performance characteristics, it is also contemplated that a fabric structure formed according to the present invention utilizing a textured yarn will have desirable aesthetic and tactile characteristics making it potentially desirable as a partial or complete outer surface covering for a diaper. That is, due to the textured surface of the looped nodes, such nodes will tend to define an outer surface of substantially soft character emulating a natural fiber fleece or the like. At the same time, the looped nodes are suitable for engagement by cooperating hooking structures to fasten segments together. By way of example only, and not limitation, in FIG. 13 there is illustrated a diaper 210 including a leg opening 212 and an outer surface covering of composite material 280 including a covering of looped nodes such as that illustrated in FIG. 9. The diaper 210 further includes a hooking tab 224 including an arrangement of hooks 226 for cooperative engagement with any portion of the outer surface covering so as to effect closure of the diaper 210.

It is to be understood that while the present invention has been illustrated and described in relation to certain
potentially preferred embodiments, constructions and procedures, that such embodiments, constructions and procedures are illustrative only and that the present invention is in no event to be limited thereto. Rather, it is contemplated that modifications and variations embodying the principles of this invention will no doubt occur to those of to those of skill in the art in the art. It is therefore contemplated and intended that the present invention shall extend to all such modifications and variations as may incorporate the broad aspects of the invention within the full spirit and scope thereof.

1-27. (canceled)

28. A diaper having an outer surface covering, the outer surface covering comprising a composite sheet material, said composite sheet material comprising a substrate layer of entangled fiber elements and a plurality of yarns of multi-filament textured construction extending in a repeating pattern through said substrate layer at locations along the length of said substrate layer such that said yarns define a plurality of looped elements having a plurality of individual filaments projecting away from a first face of said substrate layer such that said looped elements are arranged in substantially parallel rows and are interconnected by portions of said yarns disposed across a second face of said substrate layer projecting away from said first face and wherein said composite sheet material is disposed across portions of each of the rear panel and the front panel of the diaper with said looped elements defining an outer show surface of the diaper.
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